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Bonkers
Holidays

Why do elephants have trunks? 
Because they would look  

funny with a suitcase
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What is grey, has four legs,  
a tail, and a trunk?
A mouse on holiday

Why did the pirate go  
on holiday?

For some arrrrrgh and arrrrrgh



Where do genies go  
on summer holiday?

To lamp camp

What stays in the corner, but 
travels round the world?

A stamp

What’s the best thing to  
give a seasick elephant?

Plenty of room

Where do werewolves stay 
when they’re abroad?

At the Howliday Inn

 
Why did Mickey Mouse  
take a trip into space?
He wanted to find Pluto
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Going  
Places

How do fleas travel from 
place to place?
By itch-hiking
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What part of the car  
is the laziest?

The wheels, because they  
are always tyre-d

What snakes are found  
on cars?

Windshield vipers

Who drives away all  
his customers?

A taxi driver

Which bus crossed  
the Atlantic?

Columbus

How do fish get  
around the seabed? 

They go by octobus 



Why did the bat  
miss the coach? 

Because he hung around  
for too long

What did the bus conductor 
say to the frog? 

‘Hop on!’ 

What’s green, has four legs 
and two trunks?

Two seasick tourists

Did you hear about the boat 
carrying red paint that 

crashed into a boat  
carrying blue paint?
The crew was marooned 
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What’s the worst vegetable to 
serve on a boat?

Leeks

Why did the sailboat sink 
while tied to the dock? 

Pier pressure

Where does a ship go  
when it’s sick?  
To the dock-tor
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There was terrible weather 
on the ferry crossing.

STEWARD: Would you  
care for some more  
supper, madam? 

PASSENGER: No, thanks.  
Just throw it overboard to  

save me the trouble!

What do you give a train  
driver for her birthday?

Platform shoes

How do trains hear?
Through their engine-ears 

How do you find  
a missing train?
Follow its tracks



Why was the railroad angry? 
Because people were always  

crossing it

What’s the difference between 
a train and a teacher?

The teacher says, ‘Spit your  
gum out!’ and the train says, 

‘Choo-choo!’

SON: When I grow up I  
want to drive a train.

DAD: Well, I won’t stand  
in your way.
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